New Category of Donations for the Auction

SERVICES REQUESTED
Matchmaking now available at the auction!
This year we are introducing a new category of donations at the auction – Services Requested. We will match up people
who want a service performed with members who can perform it.
How this works is:
Someone who REQUESTS a service submits the request and how much they are willing to pay for it.
The requests are included in the silent auction. At the early bidding or at the gala, anyone willing to PERFORM the
requested service signs up on the bid sheet.
The requestor pays the stated amount for the service to UUCA as part of his/her auction invoice, and after the auction
contacts the person who volunteered to perform it.

Donation EXAMPLES:
Leaf Raking Needed

$60 payment to UUCA by ________________(requestor)

I need someone to rake in my small yard, two different times for two hours each, in the fall 2020. Dates to be arranged.
To be performed by _______________ Phone_______________ Email___________________________

Yard Work Needed

$75 payment to UUCA by _________________(requestor)

We need some help with spring cleaning in our yard, pruning and spreading pine straw for three hours. Date to be
arranged in spring of 2020
Computer Help Needed

$30 payment to UUCA by ___________________(requestor)

Can you help me get my Google Photos organized? I am willing to pay for two hours of your expertise.
Bake a Pie

$15 payment to UUCA by ____________________________(requestor)

I’m looking for someone to bake an apple pie for a party I’m giving on January 17, 2020.
Need Creative Costume Maker

$25 payment to UUCA by ____________________(requestor)

I’m looking for someone to create a Halloween costume for my 6-year-old who wants to be a turtle.
Party Help Needed

$30 payment to UUCA by_____________________(requestor)

Can you help me host a child’s 9th birthday party? Approximately 3 hours of work setting up, helping with activities, and
cleaning up on April 12, 2020.
Need Help Organizing a Garage Sale

$50 payment to UUCA by________________(requestor)

I’m decluttering and need help planning a garage sale. Can you help for 3 hours on a Saturday morning in May (includes
setting up & help with pricing)?

Donation forms are available at the auction table or at the UUCA website,
under "For Members" tab, then “Auction.”

